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Game overview[ edit ] Characters typically journey between various star systems and engage in activities such
as exploration, ground and space battles, and interstellar trading. Characters are defined not by the need to
increase native skill and ability but by achievements, discoveries, wealth, titles, and political power. Key
features[ edit ] Key features derived from literary sources are incorporated into Traveller in all its forms: The
core rules focus on human characters, but there is ample support for using and playing aliens. Interstellar
travel is through the use of the faster-than-light FTL jump drive , which moves a ship through "jump space" a
few light-years at a time. Each jump always takes about one week. Normal-space travel is accomplished
through relatively efficient and powerful gravitic drives. Newtonian physics tends to be followed. There is no
faster-than-light information transfer â€” meaning no ansible , subspace radio or hyper-wave. Communication
is limited to the speed of travel. Decisions are made on the local level, rather than by a remote authority.
Planets fight out internal wars, and commerce is a major driving force of civilization. Interstellar society is
socially stratified high, mid, and low passage; SOC Social Status is a primary character attribute. Affairs are
often managed by independent nobility, who make use of classic titles such as Baron, Duke and Archduke.
Career options, ship design, subsector design, and decisions made during character generation limit and frame
reality. People remain people and continue to show courage, wisdom, honesty and justice, along with
cowardice, deceit, and criminal behavior. Characters[ edit ] Traveller uses a lifepath-style system for character
generation. A character can be human, robot, alien, or of a genetically engineered species. A character can be
civilian, military, or noble, a young cadet or a tried-and-true veteran, each with strengths and weaknesses.
Death during character generation is even a possibility in some editions, a mechanic that became infamous.
Characters are described by six primary characteristics: These characteristics are typically generated with a
roll of two six-sided dice. Other general characteristics also exist, such as psionics and sanity. There are also
variant characteristics, such as charisma and caste, which replace a primary characteristic, to add nuance to
alien characters. Psionics[ edit ] Extra-sensory perception, telekinesis, telepathy, and other psychic abilities are
organized and standardized into "psionics". Depending on their choice, characters can be psionic. Task
systems[ edit ] Each rule system has its own task mechanic for resolving character actions. Some systems use
two or three six-sided dice, while others use multiple six-sided dice or a twenty-sided die. Target numbers are
typically determined by the referee, who takes into account task difficulty, skill level, and a characteristic.
Situation and equipment used can provide a bonus or penalty to a roll. Depending on the task, a success may
require rolling above or below the target number. Equipment[ edit ] Equipment typically emphasizes
wilderness exploration, hazardous environments, and combat. As a result, equipment lists are heavy on
vehicles, sensor equipment, communicators, rations, personal armor , and weapons. Since primitive worlds
exist near technological worlds, primitive weapons are also typically included, such as swords, shields, pikes,
and bows. And since high technology is available, cybernetic implants and non-sentient robots typically also
show up in equipment lists, as well as artifacts from ancient, vanished technological civilizations. While there
are energy weapons, there is also a strong presence of slug-throwing weapons such as rifles and pistols. The
prevailing theory is that usually the most efficient way to stop someone is with kinetic energy e. It is complex
enough to be able to generically represent most starships used in role-playing games, and flexible enough to
support custom add-ons to the system. GDW published several board games allowing Traveller space battles
to be played out as games in their own right - Mayday using the Traveller rules, Brilliant Lances and Battle
Rider using the Traveller: The New Era rules. Computer programs have been created to model and predict
starship combat using Traveller rules. The most famous case involved Douglas Lenat applying his Eurisko
heuristic learning program to the scenario in the Traveller adventure Trillion Credit Squadron, which
contained rules for resolving very large space battles statistically. Eurisko discovered exploitable features of
the starship design system that allowed it to build unusual fleets that won the and championships. The sponsor
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stated that if Lenat entered and won the next year they would stop the sponsorship, so Lenat stopped attending.
Most worlds tend to be only modestly colonized, though some worlds may be dangerously overcrowded. The
world generation system is geared to produce a highly random mix of worlds. Extensions take star system
generation into account, and modify the process depending on the fecundity and history of the targeted area of
space. Similar to the use of the UPP for characters, worlds are represented by an alphanumeric Universal
World Profile that encodes key physical, social, and economic properties of the world. Setting[ edit ] The
original booklets were promoted as generic rules for running general science fiction role-playing games with
no official setting. However, in the adventures and supplements that soon followed a suggested setting began
to emerge, in which the human-dominated Third Imperium was the largest interstellar empire in charted space,
a feudalistic union of worlds, where local nobility operate largely free from oversight, restricted by convention
and feudal obligations. Races[ edit ] The setting features various descendants of humanity, who are
collectively called Humaniti. These include the Solomani, humans emigrated from Earth with the last few
thousand years, the Vilani, humans transplanted from Earth tens of thousands of years ago by the Ancients see
below who founded the First Imperium, and the Zhodani, psychic humans ruled by psionically-gifted nobles.
Despite the thematic dominance of the human race, with most adventures taking place in human space, the
Traveller universe is cosmopolitan, containing many technologically advanced species known as sophonts, a
term borrowed from earlier science fiction material. Additional minor races are numerous. An early
publication from GDW noted that "The minor races, of which there are hundreds within the area of known
space, will be largely left up to individual referees. Wiseman, sketched out about one race per quarter, starting
with the Aslan in Issue 7. Taken together with aliens casually mentioned or introduced in separate scenarios or
adventuresâ€”often arbitrarilyâ€”there is therefore no indication that the number of minor races is limited in
any sense. Ancients[ edit ] The Ancients were a major race in the distant past; their ruins dot planets
throughout charted space and their artifacts are more technically advanced than those of any existing
civilization. For unknown reasons, they transplanted humans from Earth to dozens of worlds, uplifted Terran
wolves to create the Vargr, and undertook many megascale engineering projects before destroying their
civilization in a catastrophic war.
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Origins and Purpose[ edit ] The Traveler hovering in place over the Last City The origins or nature of the
Traveler is not clear to anyone. However, some information can be gleaned from the poem known as Dreams
of Alpha Lupi. Based on this work, it appears that the Traveler chose Earth and humanity for a reason; it
detected a "face" emerging from the Sun, later hearing a roar that contained something that it described as "a
lucid melody". The Traveler felt joy, as it felt "the first hope in ages transform [it]," and it resolved to become
strong enough to fight the Darkness. When its work was finished, it would simply leave without fanfare. After
the destruction of their homeworld, the Fallen went in search of the Great Machine, leading them to the Sol
System. All of their previous conflicts with humanity have been attempts to claim the Traveler for themselves,
in an effort to prevent the destruction of their race. Ghaul in particular wants to receive the same power as the
Guardians, believing himself to be more worthy. One of the objectives of their crusade is to hunt down and
destroy the Traveler once and for all. Initially dubbed "Moon X", it quickly became the center of international
attention. After finishing its work on Jupiter, it vanished for fourteen months, reappeared to terraform Mercury
, vanished again for seven months, and then appeared again to terraform Venus. The Traveler lays dormant
now, apparently stripped of its senses and "flesh" by the Darkness, made blind, deaf and mute to the outside
world. Although the times after the war were difficult, humanity persevered and with the help of this celestial
guardian, and the humans eventually began to re-explore their terrestrial and solar domain. The Ghosts revived
fallen warriors as Guardians , protecting humanity when the Traveler no longer could. This city rests in the
shade of the great sphere, built under its protective aura as a last bastion of humanity. The Guardians are
destined to protect this city and its inhabitants, and as such are gifted with some of the magnificent powers of
the Traveler. As a last ditch effort, the player is given the ultimate task of attempting to wake the Traveler
before the Darkness arrives, in order to drive it back. A devastating surprise attack on the Last City was
launched, trapping the Traveler in a cage to siphon off its light while separating it from the Guardian forces.
When he gloated in front of the Traveler, the Traveler suddenly broke its cage and destroyed Ghaul, as well as
slowly healing itself by drawing fragments back into itself. With the invasion ended and the city retaken, the
Traveler was declared no longer dead but living once more. Despite having awoken, the Traveler has still
remained hovering above the Last City and has not taken any direct action. However, Benedict claims that the
Traveler has been busy. Forsaken[ edit ] A year after the Traveler woke, Ikora Rey revealed that the Traveler
had been speaking to her and several other Guardians through visions since its awakening. Ikora then instructs
Guardians to follow visions of light. Eventually, the visions lead the Guardians to Io , where the remaining
light there grants them new abilities. These fluctuations are tracked by the Tower and reported over
loudspeaker in the Tower North.
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Music helps us connect to others â€” to fellow travelers who might share our taste in songs and to locals who
might not speak our language but can carry the rhythm. For those of us with gipsy blood, music can speak to
who we are and why it is that we can never seem to settle down. Music engenders a desire to see a new place,
or to travel simply for the joy of the journey. So here I present thirty songs that best capture the spirit of travel.
Go ahead and load up your phone, slip on your earphones, and crank up the tunes. Who knows where these
songs will take you. Songs About Place Certain songs take you immediately to a specific place. Marrakesh
Express by Crosby, Stills, and Nash The vivid imagery of this songâ€”colored cottons, charming
cobrasâ€”brings this famed Moroccan city right to life. Can you resist its call? Katmandu by Cat Stevens
Strange and bewildering is certainly one way to describe this town. By boat, by train, by foot, by carâ€¦the
manner in which we travel plays a large role in the way in which we experience the world. Songs About the
Reasons We Travel We each have our private reasons for taking a trip, but there are common themes that link
travelers. Often we journey in search of something â€”ourselves, love, adventure, understanding, the place we
belong. And in some cases, there is no reason. We travel simply because we are travelers. Stay in one place
too long and sometimes it really seems that you can feel the grass growing underfoot. The World at Large by
Modest Mouse With the changing of seasons comes a desire for a change of scenery. The migrating instinct
awakes in our souls. Maybeâ€¦ though not necessarily romantic love. Love of a place, love of a time, love of
life itself. The frustrations of airports, the struggles with packing, and the tedium of days spent working all
fade away when you set off on your journey. Go ahead, roam without a care. Fly Away by Lenny Kravitz Just
think of all the places you would visit if you could fly, taking off with every whim. Life is a Highway by Tom
Cochrane Windows down, gas tank full, an open road in front of you. This song demands that you sing along
as you see the world from behind the wheel. Regardless of whether you like to hit as many spots as you can or
take it slow and easy through one place, rambling through the many places listed in this song is always fun.
Life is indeed beautiful all around the world. What songs would you add to the list? Share your picks in the
comments! Posted In Pop Culture Trending now.
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The 30 Greatest Travelers Of All Time Monday, December 19, Tweet Having just received my brand new
passport in the mail, I flipped through the blank pages and saw endless possibilities. The stamps are gone, the
airplane tickets are yet to be purchased and the stories not yet told. What will the future be for this little
document? Perhaps, this is the time to finally leave my stamp on this world by becoming the greatest traveler
in the history of the universe. Okay, so that may be a bit out of reach for me at least. But those stories â€”
those possibilities â€” have been recognized by a long line of people throughout the history of, well, the
universe. So, in true Expeditioner fashion, we offer you the inspiration to venture into the world. Our results
have become the ultimate list ever created: The greatest travelers of all time. Without further adieu, in no
particular order, we present to you the greatest travelers in the history of the universe. The first explorer to sail
across the Atlantic in search of Asia, he fell a bit short when he ran into the Americas. Not only did he pave
the way for European exploration there, he was also a very astute businessman, giving the natives yellow
fever, measles, typhoid among others in exchange for syphilis. Not sure who fared better in that deal. It takes a
special kind of person to sail solo for three years and not return having conversations with fish, but Stowe is
both a dreamer and a romantic. They consistently have had views in the millions. Cats are adorable and they
do amusing things. Inspiring and encouraging, it triggered a dormant feeling of patriotism across the United
States, but no cat. Cold, hard proof that any political speech will reach more people if a kitten stumbles off the
podium. At 76 years old, Ms. Earle is still the chief steward of ocean conservation and founded three
companies that design and build deep-sea submarines for ocean research. Waldo also maintains a composed,
calm demeanor despite the claustrophobic, crowded situations he frequently finds himself in. This guy was
down with the idea, and succeeded in making the fastest human-powered crossing of the Atlantic Ocean.
Peddling his rig an average of On the completion of his journey in Plymouth, England, Collins tossed a
champagne bottle into the sea with a note inside reading: Strong advocate for the global climate crisis, Steger
has spearheaded multiple expeditions across both the North and South Poles. His first trip involved him
leading seven men and one woman across the North Pole by dogsled without resupply. After 55 days of minus
degree temperatures and grueling work, six members were able to complete the crossing. He also has a
tendency to travel the world with no luggage: This little guy is the king of all migrators. These dudes chalk up
roughly 45, miles annually under their own power â€” the human equivalent of walking to Jupiter. Though
known as having a bad temper, his logs indicate a genuine interest in other cultures. That is, until he was
clubbed to death in Hawaii. Just watch your back in Hawaii. It not only defined the Beat Generation, it showed
you raw America and added to the lure of road tripping. The spectacle includes 1. In fact, the most famous
picture taken on the summit is that of his Nepalese Sherpa, Tenzing Norgay. Apparently, Hillary was standing
on top of Norgay, but that was eventually Photoshopped out. A government-funded exploration of the
American frontier sent them into, well, no one knew at the time. Two years later, with the ass-saving skills of
Sacagawea, they walked out of the wilderness as the gnarliest travelers on the continent. He was shot into
outer space in little more than a tin can in , beginning his reign as the man who took the greatest leap into the
unknown since Columbus. Ironically, he died in a crash on a routine training flight in The 14th-Century
scholar survived muggings, pirate attacks and hiding in a swamp for weeks without food to travel in over 44
countries â€” from Shangai to Timbuktu. And you thought your last pass through customs was tough. The
talented skateboarder and wicked lead guitarist of the Pinheads, McFly broke into the world of travel during
his accidental trip back to at the age of While other teens are more engulfed in the world of acne prevention,
Marty manages to get back to â€”1. He came home to a war, was imprisoned and used that time to dictate his
journeys to his cellmate. Unfortunately, he also spent that time inventing that annoying call-and-response
game still used by children in every backyard pool to this day. Really, Chuck, a Peanuts reference? His studies
took him across the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, most famously to the Galapagos Islands while developing his
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theory of natural selection. Often overlooked are his explorations through the Peruvian desert and Argentinean
plains. Darwin is a bad-ass traveler that changed the way we looked at the world from then on. While most of
us struggle using our native language, Burton knew 30 languages and is probably the closest human to fluently
speak monkey. By Jon Wick and Jenna Blumenfeld. About the Authors Jon lives in Butte, Montana, spending
most of his time on skis or bikes; sometimes both. Jon has begun writing his first book, The Story of Will,
whose movie rights are still very available. Catch more of Jon at TheJonWickproject. Although her childhood
dream of becoming a bug doctor â€” with a specialization in ladybugs â€” has gone unfulfilled, she is content
writing about travel, cuisine and culture. A vegetarian, she currently resides in the food hub of Boulder,
Colorado. You can see examples of her fine cookery at OvenZest.
5: Traveler (TV series) - Wikipedia
The latest Tweets from The Old Traveler (@JLindner_7). "Antes que nada, persona. El resto es secundario."
#Masticalibros #Viejoven IngenierÃa ElÃ©ctrica UDO-ANZ.

6: Old Age Travelers
Traveler is an American television series that ran from May 10, , until July 18, , on ABC in the United States. The series
was produced by Warner Bros. Television. Traveler was officially canceled after eight first-run episodes on July 18,

7: Aloha Wanderwell â€“ The Story of a World Traveler | The Old Motor
As you play through Octopath Traveler you'll come across various items that you may not know what to do with. One of
these items that a lot of people have been running into is the Old Coin in Octopath Traveler. The Octopath Traveler Old
Coin does have a purpose, but it may not be as luxurious as.

8: Traveler - Destinypedia, the Destiny encyclopedia
Octopath Traveler's stories can be a little underwhelming, especially since the main characters don't interact with each
other much. Thankfully, the world itself is full of hidden shrines and.

9: The 30 Greatest Travelers Of All Time | The Expeditioner Travel Site
The traveler leads young Goodman Brown on a journey into a dark forest, toward a devilish assembly. isn't dressing up
like a strict old Puritan pretty much the.
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